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Abstract 

 We used Xenon-129 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to study 

the forces present in various surfactant systems. Using the drop weight method, we 

additionally measured surface tension for these solutions to determine the concentration 

at which micelles form, known as the critical micelle concentration (CMC). This study 

aims to catalogue how varying conditions affect the properties of micellar solutions. In 

this research, we separately added salts, alkanes, hydrotropes, and oppositely charged 

surfactants to ionic surfactants. These additives tended to affect both the CMC and the 

micelle structure. Salt additions obeyed the salting out effect, alkane additions did not 

affect micelle properties, and hydrotrope additions decreased surface tension though their 

effect on the micelles is still unclear. The addition of positively charged surfactants to 

negatively charged ones increases surface tension. This information will eventually be 

used to predict hydrophobic drug solubility in micellar solutions for improved drug 

delivery targeting. 
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I. Introduction 

Research Introduction  

In this research, we used Xe-129 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

spectroscopy to probe the interior of micelle systems that have both an ionic head group 

and a hydrocarbon chain. Micelles have many applications, such as in detergents, paints, 

and medical applications. Ambade and coworkers provide a thorough review on using 

micelles as targeted drug release vehicles1. Micelles dissolve hydrophobic drugs within 

their interior for transport because the micelles are water-soluble. The micelle tightly 

captures the drug, minimizing accidental drug discharge and increasing bioavailability. 

The micelle can then deliver the drug to cancer cells. Furthermore, additives to 

surfactants can alter micellar properties, thereby fine-tuning their drug delivery 

capabilities. Since hydrotropes contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic components, 

separate additions of salts and normal alkanes to surfactant systems can simulate the 

effects of the individual hydrotrope parts on micelles. Hence, a future goal of this 

research is to characterize the effects of added hydrotrope species for the purposes of 

micellar drug delivery. 

Xe-129 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

The instrumental technique of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy allows 

for the investigation of the chemical and physical environment around a nucleus of 

choice. Skoog2 provides a thorough introduction to the subject. Atomic nuclei have 
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quantized spin values that exist as integer multiples of h/2π, with h as Planck’s constant. 

This spin acts as a magnet, thus allowing certain nuclei to interact with a magnetic field. 

The maximum spin value a nucleus can have is its spin quantum number I, such that the 

number of degenerate states the spin can take on is 2I+1. The most commonly used nuclei 

in NMR experiments (including xenon) have degenerate quantum numbers of either +1/2 

or -1/2. In a magnetic field the degeneracy of these states is removed and the nuclei can 

either exist oriented with the field at a lower energy E (+1/2), or against the field at a 

higher energy E (-1/2). When placed in an external magnetic field, slightly more nuclei 

are oriented with the field than against it. NMR active nuclei placed in a magnetic field, 

when irradiated with radio wave frequency radiation, create a new population distribution 

by some of the low energy nuclei absorbing enough energy to transition from the +1/2 to 

the -1/2 state. The instrument then measures the loss of magnetization in the x-y plane of 

the nuclei’s spin, corresponding to the frequency at which the nuclei precess around the 

z-axis and return to the ground state. Applying a Fourier transform to the decay 

frequency signal produces a chemical shift peak. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy can utilize two naturally occurring 

isotopes of xenon with spin active nuclei; 129Xe has a nuclear spin quantum number 

of I=1/2 and a natural abundance of 26.4%, and 131Xe has a nuclear spin of I=3/2 and 

natural abundance of 21.2%.3 129Xe has a slightly larger4 nuclear magnetic moment than 

C13 and a magnetogyric ratio5 of -7.4521x107 rad s-1 T-1. This isotope has found use6 as a 

probe of surrounding chemical and physical environments in NMR experiments due to its 

small size and easily polarizable electron cloud. Instantaneous and/or permanent dipoles 

or multipoles of nearby particles can distort xenon’s electron cloud, inducing a dipole in 
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Xe. To give a perspective of the relative polarizability of Xe, it is estimated that the 

chemical shift of an isolated xenon atom is 5642 ppm more shielded than the exposed 

xenon nucleus free of electrons7. In contrast, calculations6 for the isolated 1H atom 

compared with a proton, and 13C atom relative to the bare 13C nucleus, give chemical 

shift values of 18 ppm and 260 ppm respectively.  

The number of signals in a Xe NMR spectrum depend on the distinct 

environments in which the Xe atom can interact and the rate at which it transfers between 

them.8 If the rate at which xenon exchanges between different environments is much 

faster than the chemical shift acquisition timescale, only one NMR peak will show in a 

spectrum. This peak contains averaged information for both different surroundings that 

the xenon can sample. In contrast, if the xenon exchange rate is slower than the chemical 

shift acquisition time, multiple xenon peaks will appear in a spectrum, corresponding to 

the number of unique environments accessible to the atom. In terms of studying the 

interior of micelles, it is expected that xenon will preferentially locate itself in the inside 

of a micelle due to the atom’s hydrophobicity. Thus, the one peak obtained from Xe 

NMR experiments of micelle systems should contain a great deal of information about 

the micelle’s interior.    

Chemical shifts of xenon dissolved in simple liquids can reach as high as 250 

ppm9, demonstrating the high sensitivity of xenon’s nuclear shielding constant. 

Buckingham10 et al. determined the screening constant of a nucleus, σ, as: 

                        

where                                    
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The term σ° represents the screening constant of the isolated xenon atom, σb corresponds 

to the bulk magnetic susceptibility of the entire sample, and σm is the true medium effect 

which is caused by solute-solvent interactions in the case of xenon. Without the presence 

of supramolecular assemblies in a sample caused by strong solute-solvent interactions, σm 

is defined as the sum of four terms. The term σa corresponds to anisotropy in the 

molecular magnetic susceptibility of the solvent molecules, σw is the nuclear screening 

term caused by van der Waals solute-solvent interactions, σe represents the electrostatic 

interactions between the solute and solvent permanent electric moments, and finally σe2 

arises from solvent permanent multipoles which can create induced dipoles in the solute. 

σb can be calculated11 by the equation,      
  

 
     (3), where the molar magnetic 

susceptibility (γM) and pure solvent density (ρ in mol/L) are easily found in the literature. 

σw, the van der Waals term, should provide the largest contribution to the chemical shift 

for xenon11. Because van der Waals interactions deshield xenon’s electron orbitals, this 

term is usually denoted as -σw
12. Both σa and σb cause small contributions in the ppm 

scale, and if xenon does not sample an environment containing permanent electric 

moments, σe is zero. The σe2 term can provide a contribution to xenon’s chemical shift 

however it will not be significant since London interaction energies are always larger 

than Debye energies as illustrated by Kauzman13.  

The observed chemical shift arises from the difference between the shielding of a 

free Xe atom and the shielding of Xe dissolved in solution. The observed chemical shift 

(δ) is related to shielding by the expression14: 
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Several models are used to interpret chemical shift signals. The reaction field model 

developed by Onsager15 describes chemical shifts as arising from the interaction of a 

central Xe atom with a solvent treated as a continuous field. The magnitude of the field 

      is proportional to the refractive index n, such that     is proportional to the 

quantity16: 

[
      

       
]

 

              

However, this model poorly predicts chemical shifts in systems involving low molecular 

weight normal alkanes as the solvent12. Furthermore, in studying solvents and biological 

structures using 129Xe NMR, both Stengle17 and Miller18 reported deviations from the 

reaction field model when plotting –σm as a function of (5). However, Stengle and 

coworkers19 found that the reaction field model provides a good correlation for normal 

and cyclic alkanes, yet fails for branched alkanes. The authors conclude that the 

continuum model is appropriate to use for comparing solvents in a similar class, but fails 

when applied to comparing solvents between randomly selected families. A difficulty 

then lies in determining the independent variables against which to plot the chemical 

shifts.  

A cage model developed by Rumens et al.20 more accurately interprets 129Xe 

NMR chemical shifts. This model treats the chemical shift as arising from pairwise 

interactions between the xenon atom and the neighboring molecules in the first 

coordination sphere of xenon. Unfortunately, this model does not give information on 

which types of intermolecular solvent interactions cause the chemical shift, such as 

coulombic or Van der Waals forces11. The first coordination shell of xenon, meaning the 

nearest molecular neighbors, provides the largest contribution to the chemical shift.21 
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Thus, the local structure and orientation of neighboring molecules largely determine the 

chemical shift value. Besides depending on solute-solvent interactions, the average 

chemical shift is also a function of the free volume in which the xenon can sample 

(solvent density), as well as temperature22, 23.  

Xenon’s easily polarizable electron orbitals allow for the exploration of various 

surroundings, such as condensed phases and microporous materials. A selective review of 

studies using 129Xe NMR is as follows, illustrating it as an appropriate and accurate 

experimental technique for many types of media. Segebarth et al.24 determined a new 

way to measure xenon gas solubility using 129Xe NMR. Using a modified NMR tube that 

allowed for the simultaneous measurement of xenon chemical shifts in the gas and liquid 

phase, the authors demonstrated an excellent agreement of xenon solubility data between 

their results and literature values. Polymer colloids have been investigated by 129Xe NMR 

spectroscopy. Locci and coworkers8 studied the effect of the glass transition temperature 

(Tg) on the number of xenon spectra peaks. They also characterized the interior of 

polymer beads from xenon’s chemical shift data. The structure of supercritical Xe was 

explored using NMR by Pfund et al.25, determining that the chemical shift showed a 

departure from the second order virial equation which may be explained by a deviation 

from Rummens’ solvation cage model.  

Researchers studied a variety of biological systems such as myoglobin and lipid 

bilayers using both isotopes of xenon in NMR26. The xenon was observed to quickly 

exchange between the biological and aqueous environments in general. Additionally, 

131Xe was observed to have broader chemical shifts and longer relaxation times than the 

129Xe nucleus, providing evidence for preferring the 129Xe isotope over the 131Xe nucleus 
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in NMR experiments. Proteins have also been studied with this NMR active nucleus27, 28, 

as well as the conformational changes of molecules29, 30. Locci and coworkers31 used 

129Xe NMR to study the conformational equilibrium of the axial and equatorial positions 

of cyclohexanol. The 129Xe NMR experiment produced results in excellent agreement to 

literature 1H and 13C NMR values of this interconversion. Configurational equilibria have 

also been investigated by 129Xe NMR32, 33. For example, researchers studied the 

mutarotation of D-glucose in solution33.  

129Xe NMR has been used to study the cavities of large organic macromolecules34, 

35, 36. Cryptophanes, one class of these organic compounds, can encapsulate guest 

molecules or atoms37. Luhmer et al.38 investigated the binding of xenon in cryptophane-A 

using 129Xe NMR and “spin polarization-induced nuclear Overhauser effect” (SPINOE) 

experiments. These experiments allowed the researchers to determine the preferred 

conformation of cryptophane-A. 129Xe NMR was also used to study phase transitions in 

liquid crystals,39 and the structure of microporous materials such as zeolites40 and 

clathrates41 by xenon adsorption into the material. The xenon atom is an appropriate tool 

to investigate these solid materials since its presence does not affect the structure of the 

system being investigated.42 Lastly, a highly nuclear spin polarized 129Xe nucleus 

(hyperpolarized) produced by the creation of spin-exchange optical pumping allows for 

the study of many solid materials using 129Xe NMR spectroscopy 43. 

The following studies focus on aqueous solutions which are relevant to micelle 

systems and thus will be described in greater detail. McKim and coworkers investigated 

the interaction between xenon and monoatomic ions in aqueous solutions using 129Xe 

NMR44. The researchers found that several different factors contributed to the chemical 
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shift (δ). A linear relationship was determined between δ and ion activity. At a constant 

activity, +2 charge ions cause a larger chemical shift than +1 charge ions since larger 

charges polarize xenon more effectively. Both cations and anions caused a downfield 

(larger) shift in xenon. Additionally, within a family (column) of ions, ions that are either 

less structure making or have a larger ionic radius induce a greater chemical shift. An ion 

that does not promote a strong water structure around itself allows the xenon atom to 

penetrate further into the ion’s hydration shell thereby increasing the xenon’s interaction 

with the ion. Measurements of hydration shell enthalpies              and entropies 

            confirmed this physical explanation of an ion’s structure promoting ability. 

As the              increases and             becomes more negative, the ionic 

hydration shell becomes more ordered and rigid thus more effectively excluding the Xe 

atom from close contact with the ion and thereby decreasing the chemical shift. Lastly, 

the researchers confirmed the results of a previous study45 that showed that anions have 

greater              and             values than cations with the same size and charge. 

However, the less hydrated anions do not attract solvent water molecules as well as their 

cation counterparts, resulting in a larger anion            . The explanation is that water 

molecules around anions are freer to rotate than around cations, causing a more 

disordered hydration shell. 

 Stengle et al.46 used 129Xe NMR to study amphiphiles in aqueous solutions. 

Amphiphiles are compounds that possess both hydrophobic and hydrophilic components. 

Plotting δ of straight chain alcohols against the function suggested by Rummens16 

(equation 5) produced a straight line. Methanol and ethanol slightly strayed from this 

fitting, while water heavily deviated from the line. Plotting chemical shifts of 
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water:solvent solutions as a function of volume composition usually generated a linear 

relationship. However, Stengle observed large deviations from linearity when strong 

solvent-solvent interactions occurred, such as xenon dissolved in water and 

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Low mole fractions of low molecular weight alcohols 

initially caused a large increase in δ, which then decreased as the alcohol concentration 

increased. The authors explained that the quick initial rise in δ gives some measure of the 

cosolvent hydrophobicity. 

Lim et al. 47 investigated the effects of xenon dissolved in normal alkanes and 

their mixtures on the 129Xe NMR chemical shift. The van der Waals shielding constants 

      were found to vary in a continuous but nonlinear manner as a function of the 

number of carbon atoms in a molecule (nc), approaching a constant value for    . The 

authors interpreted this data as arising from a change in the environment sampled by the 

Xe atom. Physically, the number of methylene (CH2) groups with which xenon can 

interact increases, such that     depends on the relative methyl and methylene 

composition. Plotting     as a function of methylene content produced a linear 

relationship. The authors then extracted the chemical shift contributions from a 

hypothetical system composed of pure methyl and methylene groups, determined to be 

93.1 ppm and 195.2 ppm respectively. Measurements of normal alkane mixtures also 

produced chemical shift values for         and         that agree well with the 

group’s previous results and further confirm that the relative methyl and methylene 

compositions predictably determine xenon’s chemical shift. The authors conclude that 

based on the chemical shift data, xenon interacts more strongly with methylene than 

methyl groups, which they cite conflicts with previous results48, 49. Due to the short 
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carbon-carbon bond lengths on normal alkanes, xenon can interact with multiple 

methylene carbon centers simultaneously as described by the cage model. The authors 

explain that the greater Xe-CH2 interaction could result from a stronger field experienced 

by xenon interacting with multiple methylene groups as opposed to xenon interacting 

with only a combined         group at the end of an alkane chain. Therefore, the 

authors argue that the CH2 and CH3 shifts result from multi-body interactions. 

Calhoun and coworkers50 studied the effects on 129Xe NMR chemical shifts of 

solutions for xenon dissolved in linear aliphatic molecules, such as ethers, secondary 

amines, and alkyl sulfides. The deshielding due to van der Waals interactions       was 

found to be linearly related to the volume fraction (Φ) of methylene groups present within 

the molecules, similar to the findings by Lim47. The value of     at Φ=1 corresponds to 

a hypothetical molecule composed of only methylene units. extrapolating Φ=1 for the 

variety of solvent molecules studied led to a value of -σw in good agreement with that of 

amorphous polyethylene. Additionally, an extrapolation to Φ=1 for the refraction density 

( ̅  ̅) versus volume fraction produced similar results. The group also found that     

and ( ̅  ̅) are proportional, meaning that the type of heteroatom and its position within a 

molecule is irrelevant regarding its effect on xenon’s chemical shift. Using a model 

previously developed47, pairwise interactions between functional groups (ex. methyl, 

methylene, -OH, -NH2) and the Xe atom explained these results. Additionally, group 

chemical shift effects are additive. This model is mathematically stated as: 

   ∑         

 

             

Here Φi, which depends on    , corresponds to the volume fraction of the ith functional 

group and σ represents the deshielding of the xenon nucleus by that functional group i. 
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The researchers further determined that the molar volume of a CH2 group in 16.58 

cm3/mol while that of a CH3 group is 31.48 cm3/mol. 

Luhmer et al. experimentally recorded the chemical shift of xenon in many 

different solvents11. To account for the chemical shift dependence on density, the authors 

plotted   
       , ρ=density, as a function of carbon chain length to obtain a linear 

relationship. Linear solvents had equal slopes but different intercepts, which allowed the 

authors to suggest that 129Xe chemical shifts can be interpreted in terms of group 

contributions. The authors found the deshielding effects of methyl and methylene groups 

on xenon to be    
                     and    

                    , which 

differ from the results presented by Lim47 and suggests that xenon interacts more strongly 

with CH3 than CH2 groups. Comparing calculated Xe-solvent London energy51 to the 

researchers’ findings, the calculated ratio 〈            〉 〈            〉⁄       for the 

liquid phase and   
        

           ⁄ , in good agreement. The researchers also 

measured the chemical shift values of cycloalkanes which had a smaller    
       than 

straight chain alkanes. This is due to a different local arrangement of methylene groups 

around the xenon atom with cyclic molecules than compared to chain molecules. 

Furthermore, the chemical shift dependence on short chain solvents differed from that of 

the trend on larger chain molecules. The authors explain that intermolecular and 

intramolecular interactions specific to the shorter chain-length solvents could account for 

this divergence from linearity. The authors also proposed a concept of group 

transferability. The idea of transferability means that a functional group will behave the 

same at any position in a molecule due to the same potential and shielding function that is 
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independent of the compound’s nature. Thus the effects of methyl and methylene groups 

on xenon’s chemical shift can be compared for any molecule. 

In addition to 129Xe NMR spectroscopy experiments, many studies have 

attempted to develop theoretical models that describe xenon chemical shifts in a variety 

of solvents and compare the models to empirical results. Yuan and coworkers52 used 

molecular dynamics (MD) to model Xe chemical shifts in normal alkanes as well as Xe 

solubility data. The group used flexible solvent molecules to more accurately represent 

the local environment sampled by a xenon atom and a modified exponential-6 potential 

function. An optimized potential for liquid simulation all atom (OPLS-AA) was used in 

the MD simulations, allowing for explicit Xe-H interactions instead of considering only 

Xe-CH2 and Xe-CH3 group interactions. Solubility data agreed well with experiment, 

strengthening the validity of this model since it is notoriously difficult to theoretically 

calculate the dependence of Henry’s constant on temperature53.  

Yuan’s results of chemical shifts versus temperature agree well with experimental 

data. The authors plotted the chemical shift versus carbon chain length at a reduced 

temperature, T*, of 0.5 as defined by       ⁄     , where T is temperature and TC is 

the critical temperature. This plotting scheme showed that xenon’s chemical shift 

negligibly depends on the number of carbon atoms in a chain. This result is similar to that 

by Bonifacio et al.54, who calculated 129Xe chemical shifts in normal alkanes and 

compared solvents at the same reduced temperature and same mass density. Bonifacio 

found that under the same reduced conditions, the chemical shifts of solvents slightly 

decreased as the methylene fraction increased. This led Bonifacio to determine that Xe-

CH3 interactions are stronger than Xe-CH2 interactions. However, the use of reduced 
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conditions is generally used in comparing mediums using corresponding states. Its use in 

Xe NMR calculations is still contentious.  

Yuan continues, explaining that comparing the interactions of xenon with 

different solvents requires the same reduced temperature so that each liquid scales 

correctly to its corresponding state. This idea of comparing different liquids at the same 

corresponding state differs from Lim47 and Luhmer11. The MD results show that xenon 

interacts with methyl groups more strongly than with methylene groups. At T=298 K, the 

CH2 and CH3 group contributions to the xenon chemical shift do not agree among 

different alkanes, which Yuan explains nullifies the proposal of group transferability as 

suggested by Luhmer11 and Lim47 at non-reduced conditions. However, at       , the 

methylene and methyl chemical shift contributions are nearly constant when comparing 

those groups in different alkanes, arguing for a valid group transferability only at reduced 

conditions. Additionally, the ratio of the CH3 to CH2 contributions for each alkane ranged 

from 1.4 to 1.66, which is larger than determined by Luhmer11. The authors also tested 

reduced temperature transferability with larger (nC >10) alkanes which produced more 

accurate predictions than using the group chemical shift values at T=298 K. The study 

recommends the values for                                     and 

                                    (amagat is a number density unit). The 

authors argue a stronger Xe-CH3 than Xe-CH2 interaction due to three hydrogen atoms on 

the methyl group, which provide a larger deshielding effect, as opposed to only two on a 

methylene. Additionally, a terminal methyl group is more exposed than a methylene 

group, which allows for greater interactions with a xenon atom. 
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Thus an issue lies in whether plotting    in terms of reduced conditions (T*), 

      as a function of carbon chain length, or     as a function of CH2 volume 

fraction is correct. In terms of interpreting 129Xe chemical shifts for aqueous micelle 

solutions, we hope to determine the separate contributions of the micelle’s core and 

exterior environment on the chemical shift. We can then use the models described above 

to investigate the individual methyl and methylene contributions on the Xe chemical shift 

when present in the micelle’s interior.    

Surfactants and Micelles 

A surfactant lowers the surface tension of a material by preferentially aggregating 

at the surface55. Surfactant molecules are amphiphilic, meaning they contain both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions. They are classified as either nonionic, cationic, 

anionic, or zwitterionic (meaning the surfactant has both negative and positive charges)56. 

In liquid solutions above a characteristic concentration, surfactants will self-aggregate 

into molecular structures in the solution. This particular concentration is called the 

critical micelle concentration (CMC) which varies for each surfactant57. In aqueous 

solutions these structures, called micelles, form when the hydrophobic moieties of the 

surfactant associate with one another leaving the hydrophilic component to interact with 

the solvating water (see Figure 1).58 An equilibrium occurs between the free surfactant 

and those aggregated in micelles. Micelles can form a variety of cylindrical or spherical 

shapes.  They usually contain 10–100 molecules in the aggregate, with diameters ranging 

from 10–30 Å59. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a micelle composed of ionic surfactants in aqueous solution. 
 

Intermolecular forces between nonpolar compounds are relatively weak. A 

misconception persists though that micellization occurs to allow for increased 

hydrocarbon interaction in the micelle’s interior. Instead, the strong hydrogen bonding 

forces between water molecules become disrupted when in the presence of nonpolar 

solutes. This water-hydrocarbon interaction rearranges the water structure to allow for the 

individual solutes, decreasing the solvent’s entropy60. Thus, the main thermodynamic 

force causing surfactant aggregation is the entropic increase from water excluding the 

surfactant’s hydrophobic moieties, which occurs at the CMC61. 

Surface Tension 

Surface tension is the amount of energy required to form additional exposed 

surface region62. The term surface tension is a misnomer, as the term tension does not 

imply stretching the surface’s molecular bonds. Instead, increasing surface area brings 
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Below the CMC in aqueous solution, the surfactant preferentially locates itself at 

the surface and interferes with the solvent’s hydrogen bonding at the air-water interface. 

This interaction decreases the solution’s surface tension. As soon as the surfactant 

saturates the solution’s surface, any additional increase in surfactant will cause 

aggregation of micelles as seen in Figure (3). This concentration is the CMC56.  

Figure 3: Surface tension plot for an ionic surfactant. Region A: Surface tension before 
surfactant addition. Region B: Surface tension decrease due to surfactant presence. 
Region C: Saturated surface. 
 

The Gibbs Adsorption isotherm describes the ideal change in aqueous solution 

surface tension as monomer surfactant concentration [S] increases on the surface66: 

  

    [ ] 
                     

Here Γ2 is the surface excess of surfactant at the interface with units of (moles/unit area). 

Additionally, R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. The 

parameter x will vary depending on salt concentration. Both Γ2 and x are positive 

quantities, such that an increase in surfactant concentration will always decrease the 
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surface tension of aqueous solutions below the CMC. After the CMC, dγ=0 resulting in a 

nearly constant surface tension due to the equilibrium between the surface monomers and 

surfactants in micelles67. The micelle equilibrium for an ionic surfactant after the CMC is 

illustrated in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Equilibrium between ionic surfactants at solution’s surface, free monomers, and 
surfactants incorporated into micelles. 

Thermodynamics of micellization 

 The thermodynamic behavior of surfactants during micellization allow 

characterization of micelle formation spontaneity and their intrinsic stability. However, 

complications arise from counterions in ionic surfactants, which introduce coulombic 

forces between ions and solvents beyond those arising in the micellization process68. 

Thus we need separate thermodynamic equations governing either nonionic or ionic 

micellization.  

The van’t Hoff approach is typically used to calculate the enthalpy of 

micellization (ΔH°m). However, enthalpy measurements using isothermal calorimetry 
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notoriously do not agree with the enthalpy produced by the van’t Hoff equation69 for 

many surfactants. Thus experimental data are needed to validate thermodynamic 

calculations. The van’t Hoff method first involves determining the surfactant mole 

fraction at which micellization occurs (XCMC) as a function of temperature (T). A typical 

equation for the temperature dependence of the CMC is in the form of a quadratic 

function70: 

                               

Where a, b, and c are fitting parameters. We can then calculate several thermodynamic 

properties of micelle solutions once the CMC is known. To do this, let us first examine 

the micelle equilibrium constant. For N number of nonionic surfactant monomers (S), the 

equilibrium equation of micellization is represented by61: 

                    

Here SN represents the quantity of surfactants aggregated in a micelle. This simplistic 

model assumes a fixed number of surfactants per micelle. For charged micelles, we must 

consider counterion binding to the aggregate. The equilibrium equation for an anionic 

surfactant monomer (S-) with its counterion (M+) is represented by: 

            
                            

where m is the number of counterions not bound to micelles. Using equations (11) and 

(12), the micellization equilibrium constant (K) will depend on the nature of the 

surfactant: 
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Here cm and cN
s represent the concentrations of micelles and monomers respectively, 

while cN
M+ and cN

M+ represent the concentrations of bound and unbound counterions 

respectively. To determine the standard Gibbs energy of micellization (ΔG°m), we start 

from the standard change in Gibbs energy (ΔG°) equation: 

                          

where K is the micellization equation constant. We can then determine the standard Gibbs 

energy of micellization (ΔG°m) by substituting the appropriate equilibrium constant into 

equation (15). For nonionic surfactants: 
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)                                                       

When N is large, equation (16) reduces to: 

   
                                                  

And for ionic surfactants: 
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For large micelles, the number of monomer surfactants composed in micelles, N, is large. 

This leads to the term  
 
       in equation (18) becoming negligible. Furthermore, the 

quantity (N-m)/N represents the degree of counterion binding, so that in cases of complete 

attachment of the counterion to the micelle, (N-m)/N = 1 since m=0. 

The micellization of enthalpy (ΔH°m) is calculated from the Gibbs-Helmholtz 

equation60: 

(
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which then gives: 
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Finally, using the change in standard Gibbs energy of micellization: 

   
     

      
               

We can rearrange for the entropy of micellization (ΔS°m), yielding: 

   
      

     
                    

The phenomena of micellization can be viewed as a process of two steps71. First, a 

removal of water molecules from the surfactant’s hydrocarbon tail, and second, the 

aggregation of hydrophobic tails. This process requires a compromise between the 

enthalpy and entropy of micellization in order to occur. A linear formula called the 

enthalpy-entropy compensation describes this process as follows69:  

   
     

       
                

In equation (24), the compensation temperature TC describes solute-solvent interactions 

responsible for the desolvation of the hydrophobic tails. The intercept ΔH*m corresponds 

to solute-solute interactions which is considered to be a measure of surfactant 

aggregation. An increase in ΔH°m will then decrease micelle structure stability since 

ΔH°m occurs under the condition that ΔS°m=0. 

Additives 

Additives to micelle solutions can include both electrolytes and nonelectrolytes72. 

Common additives include salts, alkanes, and hydrotropes. Hydrotropes are amphiphilic 

compounds that generally cannot form ordered aggregates, such as micelles, in aqueous 
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solutions73. Hydrotropes can however increase the solubility of hydrophobic molecules in 

aqueous solutions. The minimum hydrotrope concentration (MHC) is the minimum 

concentration for hydrotropes to self-associate into non-ordered structures, which is 

typically a relatively large concentration. Srinivas determined that hydrotropes begin to 

behave similar to surfactants with chain lengths of four or greater carbon atoms for 

straight chain hydrotropes74.  

Pal et. al found that hydrotrope addition to the cationic surfactant 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) altered micelle shape of the surfactant from 

spherical to an elongated geometry.75 The addition of the largest hydrotrope, tert-butyl 

benzene sulfonate (Na-TBBS), hardly affected micelle shape and solution viscosity since 

this bulky molecule cannot effectively reduce the unfavorable micelle aggregate 

curvature. Similarly, Hassan and coworkers investigated the effects of cationic p-

toluidine hydrochloride (PTHC) hydrotrope to the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfonate 

(S12So)76. They found that the hydrotrope addition transformed the micelles from a 

spherical to a cylindrical shape. Furthermore, NMR measurements revealed that the 

PTHC inserted itself into the micelle, leaving the ortho-hydrogens and charged head 

group at the micelle-water interface. The hydrotrope at the micelle interface reduced 

repulsions between the surfactant head groups by introducing a positive charge. This led 

to tighter surfactant packing and a decrease in the micelle curvature.  

A study by Varade et. al77 determined the effects of adding anionic hydrotropes to 

the ionic surfactants CTAB (cationic) and S12So (anionic). The CMC of CTAB 

decreased while the CMC of S12So was relatively unaffected. This decrease in CMC for 

CTAB indicates an increase in micelle stability due to the attractive interactions between 
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oppositely charged head groups of the surfactant and hydrotrope. Finally, hydrotrope 

additions to micelles can aid in targeted drug release. Sodium salicylate added to a 

solution of polymer micelles containing the cancer therapy drug paclitaxel (PTX) resulted 

in a 100-fold increase in PTX water solubility without affecting micelle structure.78     

Salt additions to aqueous micelle solutions can also affect the solution properties 

such as solubility, aggregation number, CMC, and hydration79. This modification of 

properties is called the salting out effect. Added salts can lower the CMC of aqueous 

ionic surfactant solutions since the salts decrease the coulombic repulsion between 

charged head groups, allowing for aggregation at a lower surfactant concentration80. The 

solvent molecules can also bind to the counter ions, creating hydration spheres which 

then reduce free water activity. Less free water will reduce the unfavorable hydrocarbon 

solvation. These effects combine to lower the CMC of ionic surfactants.  

The strength of counter-ion binding to micelles is illustrated by the Corrin-

Harkins81 equation: 

           
 

 
   [           ]               

where c is a constant. Plotting log (CMC) as a function of log [counter ion] allows for the 

determination of m/n which is a measure of the counter-ion attraction to the micelle. 

Thus, an increase in counterion concentration will decrease the CMC. 

 Chatterjee et al.68 analyzed the CMC and thermodynamic quantities of several 

surfactants in the presence of additional NaCl salt using microcalorimetric, 

conductometric, and tensiometric measurements. The CMC of sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDDS) and cetyl pyridinium chloride (CPC) significantly decreased in the presence of 

NaCl while the CMC of the surfactant dioctyl sulfosuccinate (AOT) was hardly affected. 
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Increasing NaCl concentration decreased ΔH°m for SDS and CPC while the ΔH°m for 

AOT peaked. A large difference occurred between the calculated m/n value by the van’t 

Hoff method and measured by the microcalorimetric experiment. This research highlights 

the difficulty of predicting thermodynamic properties for different surfactants, hinting at 

the necessity for cataloging the thermodynamic quantities and CMC for each surfactant 

system individually. 

 Sammalkorpi and coworkers82 conducted molecular dynamics simulations with 

explicit solvent molecules for SDDS in the presence of added NaCl and CaCl2. The ionic 

strength of the added salts tended to increase the micelle aggregate size as well as affect 

their shape. The +2 charge of the calcium ion in CaCl2 had a more pronounced size effect 

and ionic strength than the NaCl. Only the Ca2+ ion caused a micelle geometric change, 

from a spherical aggregate to an elongated rod-like molecular assembly. Furthermore, 

addition of CaCl2 tended to increase the surfactant chain rigidity as seen through a 

decreased gauche conformation probability. Calculated results tended to agree with 

experiment. 

 Non-electrolyte organic compound additions function differently from electrolyte 

additions to micelles depending on the type and amount of additive. Ionic micelles in 

aqueous solvents tend to increase the solubility of nonpolar alkanes by their incorporation 

into the micelle interior. Malliaris studied the effects of n-alkane additives on ionic 

surfactants by fluorescence spectroscopy 83. Various properties such as micellar size, the 

intramicellar reaction rate constant, and charge density on the micellar microinterface 

were measured. An increase in alkane additive concentration tended to increase micelle 

aggregation number and the average number of alkanes incorporated into micelles. 
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However, it is false to conclude that the additive number of alkanes in each micelle does 

not also depend on the type of additive since all the alkane concentrations were relatively 

low the author cautions. Another micelle property, the interfacial charge density, 

remained constant with alkane concentration increase. This research indicates that large 

amounts of data are needed to catalogue the effects of n-alkane additions on various 

micelle properties, and it is difficult to predict these properties theoretically.  

II. Experimental 

The following chemicals were purchased from Acros-Organics: 

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (99% pure), sodium 1-decylsulfate (HPLC 

grade), and sodium 1-hexylsulfate (98% pure). Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(≥99% pure) and sodium 1-dodecyl sulfate (≥99.0% pure) were obtained from Fluka. 

Sodium chloride and sodium bromide were obtained from VWR International, both 99% 

pure. Sodium 1-butanesulfonate (99% pure) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Nanopure 

water from Quantum EX was used in all solutions. All other chemicals were used as 

received. 

Surface tension measurements were performed using the drop weight method with 

a 2.0 mL Gilmont GS-1200 micrometer syringe. The micrometer tip was secured 

vertically, and recordings of the mass and volume were taken after each formed drop. 

Surface tension was calculated using equation (8) with the correction function from 

Harkins65. Mass recordings were taken on a Mettler Toledo New Classic MF: MS 104S 

analytical balance mass balance with a sensitivity of 10-4 g. Twenty replicate drops were 

recorded for each sample. 
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All solutions were pressurized with xenon at 80 psi into high pressure Wilmad 

thick-walled NMR tubes with either a pressure recommended rating of 100 psi or 250 psi. 

Solutions were first purged before pressurizing with 99.999% pure xenon from Matheson 

Tri-gas and then left for a minimum of 12 hours to ensure equilibrium. All NMR spectra 

were recorded on a 400 MHz Bruker Ultrashield Plus NMR spectroscopy at 298 K with 

Bruker Topspin 3.0 software package. All chemical shifts are referenced to xenon in 

heptane. Chemical shift uncertainty is assumed to be ≤ ±.5 ppm. NMR parameters: 

Number of scans: 128; Field strength: 110.696 MHz; Reference Frequency: -580713.69 

Hz; Spectral Width: 55147.059 Hz. 

III. Results and Discussion for Surface Tension and Xe-129 NMR 

Xe-129 NMR background 

129Xe NMR spectra of surfactant solutions tend to resemble an inverted parabolic 

curve when plotting chemical shift versus surfactant concentration (see figure 5). The 

surfactant counter ions dissolve into the solution which deshield the xenon atom, causing 

the initial chemical shift increase. Meanwhile, the surfactant remains on the solution’s 

surface until the CMC is reached. After the CMC, micelles form hydrophobic regions 

that tend to shield the xenon atom and thus decrease its chemical shift.  
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Figure 5: Xe-129 NMR of sodium hexylsulfate. For exact values, see Table 10 in the 
appendix. 

 
Ionic surfactants and ionic surfactants with added salts background 

We performed surface tension and Xe129 NMR measurements for 

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (HDTAC) and Hexadecyltrimethylammonium 

bromide (HDTAB); two branched cationic surfactants with different counter ions. We 

additionally added NaCl and NaBr salts to HDTAC and HDTAB respectively to 

determine the effects of salt additions on surface tension and the chemical shift of xenon. 

In the case of added salts, the concentration of the total counter ions were kept constant 

as the surfactant concentration increased. In both cases of HDTAC and HDTAB, we held 

the counter ion salt concentrations at the same concentration as the surfactant’s respective 

original CMC’s. Therefore, the surfactant concentrations with constant amounts of salt 

additions all have concentrations less than or equal to their respective original CMC 

values. 

Surface Tension of ionic surfactants and ionic surfactants with added salts 
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An increased activity of salt species is expected to increase the chemical shift of 

Xe-129 due to a larger charged environment around the atom. The chemical shifts for 

HDTAC and HDTAB with added NaCl and NaBr respectively are shown in Figures 12 

and 13. The chemical shifts for both solutions remain constant with an increase in the 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium concentration. The counterions likely contribute the most 

to xenon’s chemical shift.  

The CMCs for HDTAC and HDTAB with added salts occur at 1.0E-03 m and 

7.0E-04 m respectively. Unexpectedly, both Figures 12 and 13 show that the chemical 

shift does not decrease for the final data points of hexadecyltrimethylammonium 

concentration at 1.3E-03 m and 8.0E-04 m for the chloride and bromide counterparts 

respectively. This is surprising because after the CMC, micelles will form hydrophobic 

regions in solution that should reduce xenon’s chemical shift. One explanation is that the 

concentration of micelles is too low to cause any significant change in xenon’s chemical 

shift. Another possibility is that in this solution, the xenon preferentially locates itself in 

the aqueous solution and in doing so interacts more with the counterions than the 

micelle’s core. 
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inform us of the hydrotrope structuring in solution however. No Xe-129 NMR data for 

S4So is available.  

 

Figure 16: Surface tension measurements of sodium 1-butanesoulfonate. For exact 
values, see Table 8 in the appendix. 

Surface tension of sodium 1-butanesulfonate with added constant sodium dodecyl 
sulfate  
 

We added the hydrotrope S4So into a solution of constant sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(S12S). The concentration of S12S (0.035 m) is roughly six times above its original CMC 

(6-8mM)84, hence micellization and surface saturation has already occurred. The S4So 

hydrotrope addition causes a decrease in the solution’s surface tension which then levels 

off at 0.53 m (Figure 17). The surface excess calculation of the S4So and S12S mixture is 

               at 293 K; a positive value that corresponds to the increase in 

additional surface solute concentration from S4So occupying surface region between the 

S12S surfactants. Thus, the surface tension decrease is caused by the presence of the 

S4So hydrotrope which surpersaturates the surface. Furthermore, the surface excess of 

pure S4So is                at 293 K. The larger surface excess of S4So compared 
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with the S4So and S12S mixture confirms the presence of S12S on the solutions’ surface, 

otherwise these two surface excess values would be equal.  

 

Figure 17: Surface tension measurements of sodium 1-butanesulfonate with constant 
sodium dodecyl sulfate concentration (0.035 m). For exact values, see Table 7 in the 
appendix. 

Xe-129 NMR of sodium 1-butanesulfonate with added constant sodium dodecyl 
sulfate  
 

The chemical shift increases with S4So concentration in a linear manner (Figure 

18), which is unexpected when compared to typical Xe NMR of surfactant solutions 

(Figure 5). Although the surface saturation occurs at 0.53 m S4So, the chemical shift does 

not appear to deviate from its linear increase. We do not yet have sufficient information 

to determine whether the mixed surfactant-hydrotrope system forms mixed micelles or 

homogenous S12S micelles along with a hydrotrope structure in solution. 
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Figure 18: Xe-129 NMR of sodium 1-butanesulfonate with constant sodium dodecyl 
sulfate concentration (0.035 m). For exact values, see Table 7 in the appendix. 
 

Because the S4So disassociates in a 1:1 sodium salt to hydrotrope ratio, we can 

also compare the effect between the hydrotrope’s counterion and a solution of pure 

sodium chloride on xenon’s chemical shift. The slope of the chemical shift peak versus 

sodium activity for the S4So and S12S mixture is 7.4 ppm, compared with a slope of 9.9 

ppm for aqueous sodium44 (activity coefficients obtained from NIST85 at 20°C). These 

similar slopes which measure the degree of change in the chemical shift with an increase 

in sodium ion activity indicate that the sodium ion behaves similarly in both solutions.  

Surface tension of hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride with constant sodium 
decylsulfate 
 
 The surfactant HDTAC was added to a solution of sodium decylsulfate (S10S) at 

its CMC. We observed a linear increase in the solution’s surface tension when increasing 

HDTAC concentration (Figure 19). The surface tension increase is unexpected since 

surfactants lower the interfacial interactions at a medium’s surface. An increase in 

surface tension indicates an ordering of the water molecules at the surface-air interface. 
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Two plausible explanations account for this trend. First, the added counterion from the 

HDTAC can cause an ordering of the water structure at the surface. Second, a decrease in 

the surfactant surface population will also decrease surface tension. HDTAC and S10S 

have oppositely charged head groups, such that coulombic binding of the head groups 

could occur. However, mixtures of oppositely charged surfactants tend to have different 

phase properties in solution, such as micelle structuring, depending on surfactant 

concentrations86. Thus, we can only show that the solution’s surface tension increases 

with increasing HDTAC. 

 

Figure 19: Surface tension measurements of hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride with 
constant sodium decylsulfate concentration (0.0385 m). For exact values, see Table 9 in 
the appendix. 

Xe-129 NMR of hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride with constant sodium 
decylsulfate 
 
 The chemical shift does not change with an increase in HDTAC concentration 

(see Figure 20). Thus the environment which xenon experiences does not significantly 
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vary. We cannot determine any structuring information of the bulk solution because the 

behavior of the added HDTAC is unclear. 

 

 

Figure 20: Xe-129 NMR of hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride with constant sodium 
decylsulfate concentration (0.0385 m). For exact values, see Table 9 in the appendix. 

IV. Conclusions and Future Work 

We observed a decrease in the CMC for both HDTAC and HDTAB, which is 

consistent with the salting out effect. The presence of alkanes did not appreciably affect 

the CMC nor the micelle’s interior, such that additional studies is required to determine 

their effect of micellar properties. It is still unclear whether hydrotrope addition alters 

micellar structure or forms a hydrotrope structuring. Lastly, the addition of oppositely 

charged surfactants increased the solution’s surface tension while not significantly 

affecting the chemical shift.  

Since we chose the constant counterion concentration for both HDTAC and 

HDTAB to be the same concentration of the surfactants’ respective original CMCs, the 
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concentration of hexadecyltrimethylammonium could not exceed its original CMC for 

both surfactants. This decision did not allow us to study how the surface tension and 

chemical shift changed with respect to an increase of hexadecyltrimethylammonium 

concentration far beyond its original CMC, thus limiting our data range. Therefore, we 

wish to set salt concentrations for HDTAC and HDTAB well above their respective CMC 

values, such as a five-fold increase so that the HDTA+ concentration can rise beyond its 

original CMC.  

Though alkane addition to micelles did not appear to alter any of the solution’s 

properties, the alkane concentration is low relative to the concentration of surfactant. 

Thus, a larger alkane concentration may significantly change the micelle properties as 

confirmed in previous studies (see ref. 83). Hydrotrope additions to micelles lowered the 

solution’s surface tension, though Xe NMR did not provide any conclusive evidence for 

their effects on the micelles themselves. We propose adding hydrotropes to other micelle 

systems to see if similar results occur. We additionally wish to perform computational 

results using the SPARTAN molecular modeling program to learn about the interaction 

of xenon with methyl (-CH3-) and methylene (-CH2-) groups which could be used to 

predict chemical shifts in micelles. 

V.  Appendix 
 

Table 1: Surfactant CMC values 
Surfactant or Hydrotrope Abbreviation Experimental CMC (m) Literature CMC (M)* 
Hexadecyltrimethylammonium 
chloride 

HDTAC 1.5E-03 1.3E-3 (a) 

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide 

HDTAB 9.0E-04 9.2E-4 (b) 

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium  
with constant chloride (1.3E-3 m) 

HDTA+, [Cl] 
= 1.3E-3 m 

1.0E-03 Not available 
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Hexadecyltrimethylammonium  
with constant bromide (9.2E-4 m) 

HDTA+, [Br] 
= 9.2E-4 m 

7.0E-04 Not available 

Sodium 1-dodecylsulfate S12S - 6-8E-03 (c) 
Sodium 1-dodecylsulfate with 
constant n-hexane (0.7 mmolal) 

S12S, 
[hexane] = 
7.0E-4 m 

6.6E-03 Not available 

Sodium 1-butanesulfonate with 
constant sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(0.035 m) 

S4So, [S12S] 
= .035 m 

5.3E-01 Not available 

Sodium 1-butanesulfonate  S4So Surface saturation at 1.2 
m 

Not applicable 

Sodium 1-decylsulfate S10S 2.5E-02 3E-02 (d) 

Hexadecyltrimethylammonium 
chloride with constant sodium 1-
decylsulfate (0.0385 m) 

HDTAC, 
[S10S] = 
.0385 m 

No CMC Not available 

Sodium 1-hexylsulfate S6S - - 

* (a): C. Gamboa, H. Rios, V. Sanchez, Langmuir 10 (1994) 2025–2027.; (b): Sigma Aldrich; (c): see 
ref. 84; (d): see ref. 86 
 

Surface Tension and Xe-129 NMR data for all surfactant solutions* 
Table 2: HDTAC      
Conc. HDTAC (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
5.98E-04 50.18 0.42 25.0704 
8.00E-04 49.06 0.33 25.1463 
1.10E-03 44.91 0.37 25.2678 
1.36E-03 38.61 0.28 25.3745 
1.68E-03 36.90 0.50 25.2984 
1.80E-03 40.67 0.85 25.3441 
2.13E-03 39.38 0.28 25.1314 
   avg. error: 0.43  
Table 3: HDTAB      
Conc. HDTAB (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
5.00E-04 44.99 0.43 25.1463 
6.54E-04 40.79 0.55 25.3136 
8.04E-04 38.42 0.43 25.3898 
9.13E-04 36.85 0.22 25.3291 
1.00E-03 36.70 0.27 25.2071 
1.15E-03 36.35 0.25 - 
1.44E-03 36.46 0.26 - 
    avg. error: 0.34   
Table 4: HDTA+, [Cl] = 1.3E-3 m      
Conc. HDTA+ (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
6.39E-04 47.19 0.35 24.7316 
8.11E-04 44.62 0.19 24.6753 
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9.25E-04 42.12 0.40 24.7965 
1.34E-03 40.47 0.67 24.6449 
   avg. error: 0.40   
Table 5: HDTA+, [Br] = 9.2E-4 m      
Conc. HDTA+ (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
5.02E-04 41.06 0.70 24.9332 
6.47E-04 39.17 0.33 25.2829 
7.98E-04 32.26 0.30 25.0098 
9.25E-04 35.26 0.44 25.1921 
   avg. error: 0.44   
Table 6: S12S, [hexane]= 7E-4 m      
Conc. S12S (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
1.00 67.54 0.61 25.1164 
2.22 58.35 0.47 24.6758 
4.60 45.72 0.61 26.0096 
7.00 39.34 0.26 24.6901 
10.04 37.93 0.33 25.0853 
12.54 37.41 0.32 24.7971 
17.22 36.99 0.45 24.9728 
    avg. error: 0.43   
Table 7: S4So, [S12S] = .035 m     
Conc. S4So (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
0.09 38.17 0.27 25.8608 
0.17 37.03 0.20 26.2719 
0.26 36.31 0.17 26.7738 
0.35 35.49 0.22 27.2444 
0.43 35.18 0.29 27.7333 
0.52 34.76 0.30 27.9743 
0.75 34.58 0.32 29.5252 
1.00 34.40 0.26 30.0266 
1.25 34.04 0.21 31.9577 
1.50 34.81 0.32 32.2316 
    avg. error: 0.26   
Table 8: S4So     
Conc. S4So (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
0.10 73.23 0.20 NA 
0.20 70.91 0.19 NA 
0.29 70.37 0.44 NA 
0.40 67.36 0.28 NA 
0.50 63.97 0.44 NA 
0.60 62.51 1.11 NA 
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0.90 57.52 0.70 NA 
1.50 51.18 0.49 NA 
1.68 54.64 0.49 NA 
2.00 53.50 0.27 NA 
    avg. error: 0.46   
Table 9: HDTAC, [S10S] = .0385 m     
Conc. HDTAC (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
2.00E-04 39.29 0.45 25.6661 
6.00E-04 39.62 0.38 25.7682 
1.00E-03 40.00 0.27 25.7682 
1.40E-03 40.23 0.41 25.7682 
    avg. error: 0.38   
Table 10: S6S     
Conc. 6S6 (m) Surface tension (dynes/cm) Error (dynes/cm) Chemical shift (ppm) 
0.10 NA NA 27.5972 
0.20 NA NA 28.23 
0.40 NA NA 28.6635 
0.70 NA NA 29.1651 
1.00 NA NA 28.6313 
        
*All chemical shift error is assumed to be ≤ ±.5 ppm   
Note: Nanopure water has a surface tension value of 72 dynes/cm    

 
Table 11: Correction function data for reference 65  
r/V^(1/3) f value 
0.3 0.7256 
0.35 0.7011 
0.4 0.6828 
0.45 0.6669 
0.5 0.6515 
0.55 0.6362 
0.6 0.625 
0.65 0.6171 
0.7 0.6093 
0.75 0.6032 
0.8 0.6 
0.85 0.5992 
0.9 0.5998 
0.95 0.6034 
1 0.6098 
1.05 0.6179 
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1.1 0.628 
1.15 0.6407 
1.2 0.6535 
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